Outdoor
living
GOOD VIBES,
GOOD LIFE.

Dare to
dream
ABOUT ALUVISION
Aluvision
is
a
first
generation
manufacturing company where passion
and drive are core elements. A family
business started by a strong couple, Ann
Vancoillie and Dirk Deleu. Aluvision tells a
story of ambition, challenge and growth.
We dare to dream, but at the same
time we like a 'no-nonsense' approach.
Durability, precision and high-quality
finished products are the core concepts
of the Aluvision story.
Founded in Belgium in 2003, Aluvision
currently services more than 3000
partners worldwide. The company has
large production facilities and inspiring
showrooms in Deinze (BE) and Atlanta
(USA).
As an innovative developer & worldwide
supplier of high quality modular systems
for indoor & outdoor environments
and
events,
Aluvision
combines
bold imagination with unmatched
engineering
and
manufacturing
expertise.
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Our mission is
imagineering.
We inspire &
connect partners
on their creative
journey to design
& build modular
environments.
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Keep
it simple
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LIVING

Smart design is driven by simplicity. The
strength of our modular solutions lays in its
intuitive and fast installation. Plug & play!

Be
a trendsetter
In a fast-moving world, new product design
is the key to continuous growth. Aluvision
always stays one step ahead.

Invest
in the future
In order to ensure company growth,
continuous investments are required.
Aluvision focuses on the future by using
the latest production technologies and by
stimulating talent and team spirit.

Think
global
Aluvision shares the spirit of globalisation by
having a worldwide support and distribution
network, with production facilities both in
Europe and the USA.
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Good
vibes,

A good life is a collection
of happy moments. With
Aluvision’s latest outdoor
living collection these
moments are within reach.
A wide range of modular
living units, with an eye for
minimalistic design and
excellent quality.
Make your ultimate holiday
feeling come to life.
Aluvision_living

good
life.

OL01 - 4x3 m

OUTDOOR
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Box

OUTDOOR UNITS

An Aluvision Box unit will
surround you with a holiday
atmosphere from floor to
ceiling. Add a floor of your
own choice, play around with
various materials & colours to
create your perfect outdoor
space. Every unit is modular, so
you can go for whatever style
you desire to create a pleasant
lounge area in your garden to
sit, relax, dine, read by yourself
or with friends & family.

Add a ceiling sun screen to provide shade (OL02 - 4x3 m)
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Give your outdoor unit that extra touch with our Ledline (OL01 - 4x3 m)
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Bay

OUTDOOR UNITS

An Aluvision Bay unit marks out
an outdoor living environment
for your terrace that makes
that ultimate holiday feeling
come to life without having
to leave your garden. Enjoy a
calm summer breeze or the
rustle of autumn leaves. It’s
a relaxing place to unwind
at any time. Mix and match
colours & materials. Why not
combine tropical wood and
aluminium for a cosy look?

Have your unit coated in any colour (OL08 - 5x3 m)
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Cosy corners with wooden shutters (OL04 - 4x3 m)
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Mix tropical wood & aluminium to create a cosy look (OL03 - 3x3 m)

Live the
good life.

Aluminium shutter beams for more privacy (OL01 - 4x3 m)

Units can be fully customised (OL06 - 5x3 m)
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Good vibes,
good life.

An urban look with aluminium shutter frames (OL04 - 4x3 m)
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Add a ceiling sun screen to provide shade (OL02 - 4x3 m)
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OL03 - 3x3 m

STAY IN TOUCH!

Follow us
on LinkedIn,
Instagram,
Facebook and
YouTube!

Contact
ALUVISION NV
Clemence Dosschestraat 44
9800 Deinze, Belgium
T: +32 (0)9 381 54 70

ALUVISION USA
1620 Satellite Boulevard, Suite C
Duluth, GA 30097 USA
T: +1 (470) 252 3500

info@aluvision.com
O20E01

